
I believe that cinema should be a catalyst for social change. I want my films to not only entertain the

audiences but to engage and educate them. To recreate stories that are personal to their own lives for

them to feel a sense of identification with the characters on screen as well as see how characters

through adversity build a sense of resilience and the power to overcome any difficulty they face and

only come out stronger.This gives the audience a sense of hope and comfort that they can brave

anything in life.

I want my films to be grounded in reality and represent communities that are underrepresented in

cinema. Through social messaging I want the audience to be sensitised to the needs of people who are

not privileged and who do not have a voice.

Through my films I want to become an active participant in society rather than a passive recipient. I

believe we have to be the change we wish to see in the world. Our time starts now . Art is a great way

of bridging the gap between the urban and the rural and films have a universal language which they

communicate to audiences all over the world and that voice is one of emotion, sentiments and one of

joy, One of sadness ! At the end of the day I want the audiences to feel a sense of empathy towards the

character to what they are depicting, the communities they are representing and I want to challenge

stereotypical norms fighting for issue like gender inequality social justice and women empowerment

and also advocate the need for education because only through education can we work towards a

better world of equity and social justice.

I want my films to go beyond gender cast creed. I want them to talk about a hopeful world where

peace, love and unity triumphs over everything else, a world where goodness prevails , where we

learn to respect human life and we learn to respect one another as compassionately as deeply as we

can. A world where We see everybody with acceptance and without judgement.Where We don’t

cancel anybody and learn to respect individuals for their choices. Where we Respect our differences.

Cinema is the best medium to tell stories that bring people together that celebrate diversity, inclusion,

equality.


